**Interpreter Club Biennial Conference**

Workshops will be held in Centennial Hall.
- Circled in **pink** on the map.
PerFORMances will be held in the Kehr Union building.
- Circled in **green** on the map.

**GENERAL DIRECTIONS:**
Use Exit 236 from I-80. Travel about 1 mile south on Route 487 (Lightstreet Road).

Enter Bloomsburg University at traffic light (Swisher Drive). Follow road until you pass Chestnut Street and park in the designated Admissions area of the lot.

Be sure to display your parking pass when you park. If you do not have a parking pass, please stop at the Buckingham Maintenance Center (identified as BMC on the map, shown in blue near the traffic light) to obtain one. Admissions is in the Warren SSC Building, Room 104 (first door on the left).